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and group-id.
containing CORE address

= Path taken by multicast packet

Incoming "multicast" packet

ROUTER

= Non-core router

= CORE



= core tree (CBT ‘‘backbone’’)

= non-core router

=  core router



=  group sender

=  Each distinct arrow represents state maintained in the network
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one physical interface.
Several such tunnels can be configured on
act as a virtual interface for a tunnel.

-- Virtual interface. A physical interface mayVif 
-- analogous to a class-D addressGroup identifier 

432-bits

child

child

vif index

vif index

vif index
child

addr index
child

addr indexchild
addr index

child

children
No. of

vif index
parent

addr index
parent

group identifier Children...
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onto subnetwork (IP-style).

.

multi-access link.
and multicast to children over
unicast to upstream neighbour,
manipulate various fields of IP hdr,

c) if mapping exists, create CBT hdr,

b) performs a look-up in its
with group member presence.
outgoing directly-attached subnets

a) forwards packet IP-style over any

group proceeds as follows:

NOTE: Items 2 and 3 occur simultaneously

MULTI-ACCESS LAN

2. On receiving the packet, the DR for the

1. Originating host multicasts data

BA

DR

(group-id, core-addr) mapping
table => if no mapping exists,
pass packet on to ‘‘other’’ module

3.  On receiving IP-style packet originated
locally, routers A and B forward packet
to any outgoing directly-connected
subnets with group member presence.

4.  On receiving CBT-style multicast from
DR, A and B forward CBT-style packet
to outgoing neighbours as specified by
their FIB entries for group. This involves
unicasting to neighbours reachable over 
pt-to-pt links, or multicasting to neighbours
reachable over multi-access links.



outgoing directly-attached subnetworks

is multicast over the subnetwork.
removed, and the IP-style packet
to the IP hdr. The CBT header is
copying various fields of the CBT hdr
an IP-style multicast packet, by 
One copy is taken and converted to

CBT-style packet. 

FIBs.
specified by their
neighbours, as
forward to any
(from step 2) and
rec’d CBT-style pkt

4. Routers B and C forward

with group member presence.

IP-style multicast (from step 1) to any
3.  CBT routers B and C forward received

over the LAN.
of data packet (i.e. with CBT header)

2. CBT router multicasts cached copy

1. CBT router caches a copy of received

Arriving data packet

A

C

B

payload

CBT header

IP header

- multi-access LAN
- CBT tree branches

- end-system
- CBT-capable router





unused 

packet origin

group identifier

checksum on-tree

protocolhdr lengthtypeVers

core address 

IP TTL

flow-identifier

Unused

3124231615870

security fields (T.B.D.)
* * *





*****
Security fields (T.B.D.)

*****
Resource Reservation fields (T.B.D.)

Core #5

Core #4

Core #3

Core #2

Core #1

core address

packet origin

group identifier

checksumheader length

unusedcodetype unusedVers
3124231615870











)mrouted (e.g. 

presentmrouted and one 
- subnet with at least one CBTd
- Non-CBT router
- CBT router

Core Based Tree

and a CBTd are present,mrouted an 

Because mrouted promiscuously
receives AND forwards multicasts,
if there is more than one subnet where

AND the CBTd’s are part of the same 
CBT tree, packet looping will occur
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local network service interface

internetwork service interface

RIP    OSPF    BGP    EGP    IS-IS

CBT   PIM   DVMRP    ICMP   IGMP

RSVP      ST-II







































LAN

core B)
(targeted at

DR

= network router

= Core (also acting as AS)

AS CBT multicast group
logically linked in the

= Authorization Server

Secure IGMP (operational overview)

A B C

host request
for

auth. stamp auth. stamp

IGMP report

IGMP router-
request

response to IGMP
router-request

If the request is verified by the AS, the DR adds the group
.group. One AS member responds to the router-request

the receiving DR sends (in IGMP router-request) to the AS
On receipt, the host sends an IGMP membership report, which

to the host.authorization stampthe AS returns an 
group. If the group is restricted AND the host is authorized

unicastsThe host  
A host first requests an authorization stamp from an AS.

to its interface group list.

a request targeted at core A of the AS













multicast packet in transit

unicast path to B.
this AS which is on the

= network router

= Core (also acting as AS)

AS CBT multicast group
logically linked in the

= Authorization Server
‘control-failure’ rec’d.
back hop-by-hop if

‘‘alert’’ packet sent

CBA

but is ‘terminated’ and processed by
Router-request is targeted at core B

control failure
or

control-verified
router-request



authorization
digital signature

packet
digital signature

authorization stamp
stamp































of CBT tree
only 1 core is shown (C)

other links

centre)
(key distribution

router C

router B

router A
host h

























= non-CBT-capable ATM switch

= CBT multicast-capable ATM switch

= host
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E F



= group’s primary core

ACBT-join-ack

ACBT-join

host-join
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conn

conn

conn

conn

setup

setup

setup

setup

connsetup

= group’s primary core
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ACBT-join

ACBT-join-ack

host-join

= group’s primary core
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conn

conn setup

setup

= group’s primary core
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quit-ack
ACBT-quit

ACBT-

host-leave

= group’s primary core
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